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The "Failure" of Private Universities in Uruguay:
A Tale of Three Institutions

Introduction

Private universities are an important part of the landscape of post-
secondary education. It would seem foolish to deny their usefulness,
proven through several centuries. However in Latin America, private
universities are a recent phenomenon, yet "any attempt to understand
contemporary Latin American higher education [must] take into account
the dramatic changes wrought by privatization"(Levy, 1986, p. 334). In
particular, the small republic of Uruguay has begun to experiment with
privatization of universities only in the last fifteen years. It is one of the
last countries in the Western Hemisphere to do so, despite its historic
reputation of being a modern (and model) state. Nevertheless, several
factors have impeded its recognition of private universities; namely, a
history of educational excellence, the low impact of the Catholic church on
society, and state-imposed restrictions. This study will explore these
factors and analyze the failures of three institutions of higher learning using
considerations developed by Levy to study private universities in Latin
America.

Background of the study

Uruguay is the center of the MERCOSUR, the South American economic
consortium consisting of Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay. In its
role as the administrative center, this small country of three million people
needs to prepare itself for this task, at a time when the national university
has been paralyzed by debate about its purpose (Bossi, 1994; CEPAL,
1994; Errandonea, 1998). The Ministry of Education contemplates
recognition of more than 30 private universities. No studies have been
conducted on the impact of private higher education in Uruguay, as it is a
recent phenomenon. Yet several private institutions have already "failed"
in the few years in which it has been possible to operate. These failures
need to be examined to see if privatization of tertiary education is viable in
Uruguay.
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Impediments to private universities in Uruguay

Unlike its gigantic neighbors Brazil and Argentina, Uruguay had no private
providers of post-secondary education until 1985. The fact that the one
national university had no competition is due to several reasons.

First, the Catholic church had less of an impact on Uruguay than on other
Latin American countries. Only in modern times has the Catholic church
placed emphasis on Uruguay. For example, the first archbishop was named
as late as 1853 (Traversoni, Mazzara & Arocena, 1991). The first (and
only) Catholic university was opened in 1985, whereas many Latin
American countries had Catholic "universities" soon after the time of the
conquistadors. Some see the opening of the Catholic University, at the
time of the dictatorship (19731985), as due to the pressure of special
interest groups as well as the revenge of the military on the "liberal"
national university (Errandonea, 1998). The national university states that
private universities were recognized in Uruguay during "the nefarious
period of dictatorship and intervention"and that multinational corporations
and entities forced Uruguay "to focus on primary education and restrict
public university spending" (La universidad, 1997, p.32). Though it sees
itself as the "mother" of the national university, only now is the Church
reclaiming tertiary education ("El mensaje," 1999). The archbishop of
Montevideo states his indignation of the difficulty of recognition of the
Catholic university: "in no other place does one have to ask Big Daddy-the
government- permission to create a university" ("El mensaje", 1999, p. 17).

A second impediment to private universities is that there simply has been
no need for other universities in the past. As data compiled by Levy (1986)
indicate, Uruguay is different than other countries. Its secondary school
enrollment as a percentage of the population has been the highest in Latin
America for decades. All of these students have been served at the tertiary
level by the national university. However, public opinion of the quality of
the national university has declined dramatically. Only 13 percent of
entering freshman in 1994 said the quality of the public university was
"very good", while 40 percent said privates were "very good." Conversely,
18 percent thought the quality at the public was "bad," while only two
percent labeled privates that way (CEPAL, 1994, p. 343).

Nevertheless, despite the historic monopoly of the state university, a
growing number of students and parents are "voting with their feet,"
pursuing options other than the national university. The portion of private
secondary students in their last year of studies in the capital city of
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Montevideo is 23 percent (Ministerio de Educacion, 1997). In fact, there
are more private secondary schools than public in Montevideo. These
indications signal a change in post-secondary education since students
typically choose to attend public secondary schools rather than privates to
facilitate their entry into the national university. Furthermore, those who
attend private schools tend to be better prepared academically and private
schools have "greater success" than their public counterparts in fulfilling
their educational promises (CEPAL, 1994, p. 75)

A third factor influencing privatization is barriers created by the
government. There has been great jealousy on the part of the national
university. The national normal school, responsible for primary and
secondary teacher preparation, is not a part of the university system. It has
long been viewed as competition by the university's College of Education
(Segarra, 1991). Not surprisingly, the national university has also been
opposed to the recognition of private universities. Typical is the view of
Errandonea (1998), who, despite large numbers of entering students opting
for private universities, maintains that "95 % of the tertiary teaching" is
done by the national university (p. 183), and the decision to recognize
private universities is "absurd" (p. 147). The number of students
graduating from just two private universities in 1996 was 216, while 2724
graduated from the state university (Ministerio de EducaciOn, 1997).
However, according to Errandonea, if private universities must exist, they
should be regulated by an autonomous body. He suggests the national
university as the perfect entity to watch the private universities. He is
incensed that politicians have forcibly created competition for the national
university. At the present time, the government regulates private tertiary
education with a special eight person committee (Sistema, 1996).
Nevertheless, the national university exerts inordinate control, since only
two seats belong to private universities, while three belong to the national
university outright and three go to government administratorsalumni and
former employees of the state university. The national university openly
admits that they promoted the law which regulates privates, and continues
today "without bias" (La universidad, 1997).

But a former President of Uruguay states that the tutelage of the state
should end. Privates should be "totally and absolutely... independent"
("Universidades," 1999, p.8). Even a state-supported report on education
remarks that the focus should be taken off the entrenched professors
(CEPAL, 1994). Most students prefer high quality versus open access in
their university system (CEPAL, 1994), whereas open access is the
cornerstone of the national university. For its part, the national university
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openly admits that private universities "cause it concern" (La universidad,
1997, p.32).

Like the national university, the Ministry of Education, usually headed by a
former rector of the national university, has put several conditions on the
recognition of private universities. In 1995, on the tenth anniversary of the
founding of the Catholic university, an additional 20 institutions were
already approved by the Ministry of Education, while up to 15 more were
seeking approval ("La educaciOn", 1995). The exact number was never
revealed. Despite this "approval", only two private institutions are listed
under post-secondary education in the latest Ministry of Education report
(Ministerio de Educacion, 1997).

Theoretical framework

Levy (1986) laid out conditions for privatization of universities in Latin
America. His model, which analyzes systems based on factors of freedom,
choice, equity, effectiveness, and usefulness to the state, will be used to
consider three cases of "failed" institutions of higher learning in Uruguay
(that is, institutions that were closed or modified substantially in 1998).
These institutions were chosen because of the author's association with
them.

Levy used the following terms to consider private universities in Latin
America: freedom, societal choice, equity, effectiveness, and usefulness.
Freedom is institutional autonomy from external control and academic
freedom. Societal choice relates to diversity, adaptability, innovation, and
lack of a remote bureaucracy. Equity depends on low costs and equal
opportunity. Effectiveness is the ability to survive and gamer resources,
and usefulness is how the private institutions serve the state. Each
institutional "failure" will be considered in these terms.

Three institutions

The following is a story of three institutions that "failed" in 1998, either
closing entirely or being modified substantially; the Centro de Estudios
Universitarios [Center for University Studies], the University of Maryland-
Montevideo, and the Institute de Economia de Montevideo [Montevideo
Economic Institute]. The Centro de Estudios Universitarios or CEU, is
currently a study abroad program for a consortium of North American
Christian universities. The University of Maryland offers only distance
learning through the Internet for its students in Uruguay, and the Institute
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de Economia de Montevideo, or IDEM, has become re-invented as part of
an educational foundation.

The Centro de Estudios Universitarios was formed by Christian
missionaries in Uruguay to provide primarily religious instruction on the
post-secondary level. It began in 1993, and had a maximum of thirty
students. It did not succeed because it lacked some of the basic elements
cited by Levy.

It did not enjoy freedom, that is, institutional autonomy from external
control. It was stifled by two conditions set by the Ministry of Education.
First, it could not use the term "university" in its title, although it did offer
post-secondary courses, because it did not have Ministry approval. Thus, it
was advised by its legal counsel to call itself the Centro de Estudios [Study
Center], even though this was a generic name for every possible institute in
the country. "University" became a legal term, authorized only after fmal
approval by a special committee. As a noun it means an approved institute
teaching in "three non-related areas" and as an adjective an approved
institute that offers courses in less than three areas (Sistema, 1996, p. 225).
Second, it had to submit résumés of the faculty to be approved by the
national university. Only if the state university recognized the degrees of
40 percent of the faculty could the recognition process go on to the next
step. Only the national university has the "exclusive authority" to recognize
foreign degrees (Sistema, 1996, p. 230). However, as most of the faculties
had degrees in religion, and the national university does not offer such
degrees, there was no competent body to re-validate these degrees. Thus
official recognition was denied.

However, the CEU did reflect other elements: societal choice, equity, and
usefulness. It was innovative in that it was the only institution that offered
training in religion at the post-secondary level. Despite religious
affiliation, the CEU was open to students of all backgrounds. In addition to
instruction in religion it also offered instruction in anthropology and
languages: English, Greek, and Hebrew. It was much cheaper than most
language schools at $60 per course. It was also useful to the state. No
university courses are available in religion, due to the division of church
and state in Uruguay. Nor are there classes available in the Greek or
Hebrew languages, with the exception of private institutions.

In the end, its "failure" was due to its lack of effectiveness, its ability to
survive and garner resources. Unrelated to their tasks at the CEU, the
faculty were also missionaries. Over time, the missionaries moved to other
areas. Despite low cost and excellent faculty credentials, two factors have
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forced the CEU to become an ad hoc study abroad program: one, the loss of
its faculty through missionary reassignment, and two, the lack of students
due to governmental impediments to advertising.

The second private university under consideration is the University of
Maryland-Montevideo. It operated from 1992 to 1998, with a maximum of
40 students. Students typically studied business courses, with faculty
flown in from Europe to teach each semester. Local faculty was also hired
for specific courses. The University of Maryland-Montevideo or UMM,
enjoyed more freedom than did the CEU.

Because it had official help from the US Embassy, the UMM never sought
official recognition by the Uruguayan Ministry of Education, nor did it
encounter opposition to its use of the term "university". Some lawyers
interviewed suggested that it was because it used the term in English in its
advertisements, while the national university was only opposed to the term
in Spanish (cf. Sistema, 1995, p. 225) !

As part of the European Division of the University of Maryland, the UMM
could count on specialized, experienced faculty. However, despite the
innovation brought by foreign faculty, the UMM was encumbered by
control from Germany. Its mandated academic calendar often conflicted
with the local calendar. Announced class hours had to be rescheduled each
semester and became awkward (for example, MWF 8-9 and every other
Tuesday), as the local holidays were allowed, but additional time was not
added to the academic calendar. This was due to the fact that faculty had to
finish a course in South America by a certain date in order to start another
in Europe. This meant offering courses during traditional Uruguayan
vacation periods. Other requirements from Europe gave the impression
that the UMM suffered from colonialism. Classes had to be taught in
English, even though all the students and local faculty were native speakers
of Spanish. Faculty had to have graduated from a (North) American
university.

The program also failed the test of equity. It was one of the most
expensive institutions at $280 per course (comparing unfavorably to the
free national university). Technically open to students of all backgrounds,
it had the stigma of elitism as all students had to be proficient in English at
the university level. Equity is a major component of Uruguayan higher
education; the national university has emphasized open access over quality
(CEPAL, 1994), and privates must respect the constitutional requirement
that "tertiary education is free" (Sistema, 1995, p. 224). Typical Maryland
students came only from two elite bilingual private secondary schools. It
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was useful, in e sense that it provided competition and stimulus for
change. It offered an undergraduate degree in business, which was also
offered by the national university. But its emphasis in marketing
influenced several other institutions, including the national university, to
offer the same specialization.

Despite large underwriting by the University of Maryland-European
Division, the program was deemed not cost effective and terminated in
1998. Due to several factors, the University of Maryland-Montevideo is
closed. It had high overhead costs, high tuition, and a small pool of
potential students, based on its self-imposed limitations.

The third institution under consideration is the Institute de Economia de
Montevideo. The IDEM operated as an independent provider of post-
secondary training for economists and bankers from 1990-1998, with
approximately 120 students per year. Compared to the previous two
institutions, it enjoyed far more of the elements cited by Levy. It was
autonomous from the beginning, as it was formed by dissatisfied faculty of
the national university as an independent entity in order to dedicate itself to
teaching rather than politics and bureaucracy. By not seeking official
recognition it could not claim the title "university", but it gained flexibility
to focus on one area (Sistema, 1995). It was innovative, letting market
forces decide the course offerings, as CEPAL suggested had happened to
education in Uruguay (1994). The IDEM has become the trendsetter for
preparing economists in the MEROSUR region. At $200 per course, it
was accessible, as in most cases businesses paid the tuition for their
employees. It was open to all students, and scholarships were often
granted. It has served the state more directly than the other two institutions
considered. It has prepared several professors employed by the national
university and many economists in government offices.

Other institutions have copied its offerings, thus threatening its survival, as
it focuses only on economics. The institute continues to teach courses, but
has diversified itself, becoming part of a non-profit foundation. Its viability
will be determined by its ability to maintain its market share of economists,
and its ability to remain innovative. It seeks to increase publicity by hosting
conferences and seminars with the foundation, and has bid on several
educational projects, such as distance learning in rural areas of Uruguay.

Conclusion

The three institutions "failed" mainly because of factors cited by Levy. The
UMM failed the tests of equity (elite in terms of social class) and freedom
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(from external bureaucracy). The IDEM was threatened by its lack of
uniqueness, ironically, when other institutions copied its own innovative
programs. The CEU was unable to thrive due to government interference
in its advertising, and due to the departure of its faculty. The first fits under
Levy's heading of "freedom". However, Levy's model did not include the
second major problem; i.e., departure of faculty.

The current Uruguayan system must change, as the public sector with its
"artisan" approach to training cannot "mass produce" all of the trained
citizens it needs (CEPAL, 1994, p. 382). Government must take steps to
depoliticize the recognition process, reducing the role of the national
university. As a former President noted, the government must get out of
the business of private tertiary education ("Universidades," 1999). Further
studies should be conducted on private universities in Uruguay, and
compare their survivability to Levy's conditions.

Other private universities, extension programs, and study abroad programs
can learn from the "failed" institutions cited above. Private institutions
must have sufficient autonomy from external controls to respond to local
needs. In contrast to the state university, they must not be burdened by
bureaucracy. As Levy noted, "autonomy, choice, diversity, innovation,
responsiveness...foster effectiveness" (1988, p. 9).
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